		Stiklestad ETC Stories | ’Anders’ contact story below link
I'm really supposed to just introduce Anders, as he've got a fantastic story that I think a lot of you are going to value. But I also know that in this room there are lots of people that've observed and talked to various "stuff", both under, above and within theirselves.
[orbs to the left at 42/45sec?] A fun story I've had though  - I'm an artist - and so I had a studio in Trondheim. And in a good studio we ingest a little red wine you know, when saturday evening draws nigh and the mood is high. So we had sat there and laughed and had real fun one evening, and time came to depart the studio in seaside, northern Trondheim [Brattøra]. We go outside in good moods and enjoys ourselves, then I tell my friend: "Wow, look there pal, can you see that sky or what!?" It was a highly spectacular sight, because there was a kinda dark circle a little bit to the side of the Nidaros cathedral, and it had kinda like a "dome" underneath. Similar to the arms of an octopus, that projected these lightcolumns of northern lights or plasma beams that stretched over the whole of the city. Because one is in good contact with ones inner knowledge and has a sort of light energy vision, it was okay to connect to that to see what the sky really looked. And so then it was also an incredible strong etheric energy - it looked almost as if mechanical, and it worked with the northern lights shooting up like lights to the center above the cathedral. My comrade who's also quite fond of red wine became terrified, as he've never seen anything of this calibre before. I'm pretty certain that everyone in Trondheim that looked up that night would be able to see the same as us, because it was that flagrant to us.
It's so that I've lots of small and big stories to share, I don't know if we'll do them all here and now. Rune Ø: "We'll have to take that later". Yeah, hmm, okey. Rune mentioned something about that Norway is a special place, with regards to UFO-activity, energy portals and such. So, about a year ago there was a ship that came right by where I lived in Otterøya outside Namsos. So I thought "this was weird, that it should come just as I was meditating. Amazing, just gotta relax then". But then I reconsidered, and went to the hill where the ship was. I then said "yeah hello" and tried to communicate. It was a very kind being on the inside, it was open for communication with me. The ship was kinda dark shadowy, elongated with some bulging parts[?] and such. It was one being inside, as far as I could sense. It wasn't too easy to communicate, but I had the feeling I should ask some questions. So then I asked "how is it really with submerged and underground bases in Norway?" Because I would very much like to have that information, how they're looking and working. So yeah, I got back the answer that, along the coast of Norway where the ridge in the sea drops greatly, there they have lots of small bases and such where they live and operate. I thought it an interesting perspective. Namdalen og Namsenfjorden [a valley and fjord] are known for their UFO-observations and more such. At Otterøya where I live there are people who've observed that things have come down in the sea, so there's been a crash there some time. They've tried to localize it, and much attention given it. Quite interesting stuff. Some of you may know Iliuka [a channeled spirit]. He've mention there's an undersea base in this valley. Atleast I find that quite enticing, so I've been swimming above the base at the 400m deep, hoping for some good effects. 
---Now the manager abrupts to ask Vegard to transition to english --- "Certainly, I can truly speak english too! Okay, no more fuzz, only english from now on". Well, I've just spoken about two different stories now. The one from Trondheim and the other during meditation at my home place. The third is actually are an introduction to this great fellow named Anders, which soon will tell you a very amazing story. I hope you really have the time to follow the story straight through. [But!] There was another meditation at my homeplace, and I had another craft that was above me. I was kinda looking at it and said "yeah, it looks bell shaped". I then completed the meditation and didn't worry so much. It was not in the physical dimension, more like in the spiritual dimension. So I observed this "image". So then I said "hello!" you know, the craft was ???. And then the craft kinda opened up so I could see the beings that were inside. There were two women and one man, the man of which looked like a jedi [as Qui-Gon Jinn, Star Wars]. Very well maintained beard and hair. Looking very nice. There was also two women on board, and actually, one of them is present here *laughing* in the audience. That is Sara, which I could see inside the craft. And also, probably a very good friend of the other "Sara". She was more of a dark haired swedish looking woman. They soon started to speak, very friendly minded people. They were talking about that they'd just been in Sweden, to visit Sara.. Sara: "Which was correct, I was visiting my mother". It was like a reason for it all, they were actually telling something very accurate. That twin to Sara mentioned very clearly that, yeah "Sara is my sister". Oh, okay! Makes a lot of sense. I immediatly took contact with Sara after that incident and spoke to her about it. She said "OMG, you need to meet a person named Anders, because he's got a very similar story about meeting a craft with someone looking like me". And this is how I got introduced to Anders, which will give you a fantastic story, so, thank you. *applause*
Anders: I come from a farm in Snåsa, about 100m from the Snåsavatnet  [lake]. Upon which there appeared an ice cirkle (picture link) close by in 2011 [commentary: with markings upon it, these are now used in a special meditation called "Cirkus8"]. Rune: "You could very well start with that story from your childhood, Anders." Yes. When I was 12 years old I was on another farm a bit away, for the means of walking a dog. We went to the barn and back at 11 o'clock PM. While on the stairs I heard this humming sound that grew louder and louder. Then I let in the dog, and closed the door. After a while there went a ball of fire overhead and past the barn roof. I was more like pushed down towards the ground. Then I don't know anything else, but I went in thinking 1 minute had passed. The clock was actually 1 AM, so a few hours had been lost. 
The second story are from 2007. Then I had moved to the farm I now own. The farm is south of the lake and upon a hill. There we can find a ley-line [energy lines circumferencing the world]. Then came 25. of April, the sun was setting and it was magnificent. I then wanted to go to a neighbor a km away. The ducks were floating nicely at the water. The neighbor had just been checking his boats, and asked me over for coffee. That took its time.. *crowd laughs* The clock went on to 10.30 PM in the evening. It was dark, but not really that dark as it was very bright stars. When I came a bit up the road I saw a shooting star. I stopped to wonder what it might be. I took no more notice and went on my way home. The family was about to go to sleep, but I had gotten my Illustrated Science magazine in the mail! *solid laughter* So I got some coffee and went to read at the living room table. After a while reading, there suddenly appeared such brightness outside the window. It was no moon either, wrong day for that. I went to look out the window, but had to switch to the kitchen windows as it came rather from the south. There I saw suddenly a bright cloud upon the hill across the field. The underside of it blinked red, green and blue in pulses. The cloud started sliding down the hill. I then became afraid, had no clue what it was. As I was scared it withdrew and disappeared. Terje: "Reacted to your fear probably". Yes. I then wondered if my mind had been playing tricks on me. Just too incredible to be true. I went back to reading a fine article in that magazine. Ten minutes passed and lights reappeared outside. It was apparent I had to go straight to the southward facing windows in the kitchen. The cloud stood blinking at the end of the field. I then opened the window to check for any sounds like from a helicopter. But, lacking sound, I became so scared I closed it and jumped backwards! *laughter* The cloud sped away at once. I then thought "darn, I became scared again and don't know if I ever will know what it was". I didn't want to go to sleep knowing this thing was outside whirring around. I just as well could go back to reading that article! *crowd erupts* But when I finished that, the light had reappeared. Going back to the kitchen, I decided to do everything I could to dare stay put. Probably my last chance. I had even been to a reiki course the week before, good for the nerves. *crowd laughs at everything* We were supposed to do like this: "Faith, Hope and Love". I did it three times and was able to stay there. Then it came closer towards the house. It's a main road going past the house just 20 meters away. The cloud flew slowly, then turned sharply at 90° angle. I opened the "glass" to look where it went, it had disappeared from my view. I went on to the eastern window with better view, and could lay my eyes upon it. It was something huge upon the road, strong lights and the same blinking pulses. There was a bush obscuring it, so the strong lights cast shadows upon my body. I went for the stairs at the entrance, but did not dare to do anything but peep through a crack in the open door. Only one thing to do: "Faith, Hope and Love." Now I could manage to go outside. But - the blinking colors in the cloud stopped, and a big hatch opened to the ground over the light. A huge opening appeared, with a strong light inside. The blinking red, green and blue came from inside now. Three persons suddenly appeared at the entrance, bowing "like this". And they kept doing so. "Since they are just standing there for that long, I kinda have to go talk to them". *crowd Laughing Out Loud [LOL]* Went on to the main road, and they too came down the ramp. They then shook hands with me and presented themselves. 1 man and 2 women. He said "We are from the Pleiades, the seventh planet. We have an important message. I am the king and these the queen and princess". He was taller than me [likely +2m], the ladies about same height as me. He said the meditation we've started in january - this was now april - was so important that they maintained. It meant a lot for both the Earth and the Universe. Whatever happened we had to keep it up. They had chosen us four because we had so dissimmilar interests. Terje: "The four whom?" It was four persons who started the meditations. *final clearing up on the matter* Our meditations started on this farm of ours. So then I asked "why here exactly?". "Because of the calmness here" he replied, and also the good possibility of making this group without disturbance. We did it every wednesday evening, still going strong. 
Now they told me they wanted to show me more, If I dared go with them. If not, I could just let it be. Terje: "Did you not go in then?" Yes, I went ahead! They first and me after, since their good vibes and such. Not skeptical any more. Went up the ramp and entered, the floor was hexagonal like an old disco dance hall. Around the floor there blinked red, green and blue, even in the roof!  In the back there was 4 inca indians with pan flutes playing what resembled meditative music from  the Andes. A few months before I'd actually been to an concert in Mære with such music [the pleiades most likely thought this to be a calming factor]. I recognized it well. Got told we should sit at a table, and there were tables by every window. An elongated table with three seats on each. When seated, the ramp closed and we were served food and drink. Terje: "Oh? Not bad service." After a while a noise appeared like wind rushing, whistling and howling, "steam" appeared outside the windows going upwards. More and more, to the point the outside was impossible to see. Then I felt the craft hovered, to maybe 200 meters. We stopped, the winds increased along with a vibration - then the feeling off taking off horizontally! Didn't see anything else until the speed became slower[?], it was then possible to look out the window again. The view then was the great [presumably Nordic] sea, and the sun rising in it. I saw a mountain too, it looked like Torghatten [geographically mid-Norway]. Terje: "A famous mountain with a hole in it". In front of that were cows grazing in a field. "We are to land there", they said. "Won't they be scared?" I replied, being that I know cows reactions as a farmer. "No, they are that used to us, so they will not". But I can't believe that.. Was proven wrong though, in that they looked up and just went on eating. *Poor Terje got lost in translation for a second, mistook the cows gaze for people* As we landed, the hatch opened and I was told to come as they wanted to show me more. They went first and I after, and up the hilly path up the mountain we strode. It was like walking up Torghatten, because of the zig-zag trail *20 minute hike*. At the "top" there is a flat portion, where we looked down the [huge] hole *roughly at a 35° angle*. It wasn't anything like it used to be, because of a very strong light emitted through the hole, akin to the sun. We were supposed to walk through. I know that when we emerge at the other side there's the sea and a farm further down. But - when passing through it was not like that! A new valley opened before me, with tall mountains behind it and the sun rising between them. Small lakes were spread out over the landscape, and leafy forests with birds chirping. We were to walk to a small lake closest to us, down a slight hill. Coming to the edge of it, we were supposed to venture outwards. As it was just april though I reasoned the water to be cold! Lo and behold - the water was in fact body temperature. Felt only the water's surface as we walked on, no deeper than chest height at the middle. To me they told it was a purification. "Get rid of something old and refill with some new". Suddenly, at the other edge appears three angels *some murmur as to where they appeared, the lake was only 50m across it's stated*. They were kinda lightbeings, no physical form but a glowing hue with a body shape. They said "Come to us". They had some sorts of white cowls/bedsheets *hehe* ready for us to wear. In their hands they had lotus flowers, glowing strongly with light. Anders: "A rose of light". We're shown to put them on our chests. When I did, the light went into the heart. A feeling without comparison, super great. Really powerful experience, enormous love. Then he [the king] told us we had to move on, so they went first. Up the hill, back through the hole and down the path. Into the craft, down at the same table. The musicians still had it going with their comfy music! The ramp closed up like before. 
"Now we're off to the Milky Way" the pleiadan said. The same conditions appeared; winds whistling, steam rising to make the outside vanish, took off, waited a bit, then vibrations throughout and we zoomed away. Nothing visible for a good while Terje: "How long?" No clue, nope. The fog cleared after a while and it was possible to watch the surroundings. We could then see the Earth like from the space station, with an atmosphere surrounding it. I studied it and noticed the desert areas and polar areas, whereby I asked "Why can't there be done something for more vegetation in the desert?" "If you look at the Earth" he replied, "there has to be the same amount of deserts and ice, if there are to be livable conditions over the whole planet". "The desert are the cooling system[?] of the Earth". "If there was a slight unbalance the temperature would fall two degrees at once". As we moved on we could lay eyes on more planets. He suddenly tells me, that "the shooting star you saw earlier tonight - and wondered about - I'll reveal what it was". "??? is that it is 20 [intergalactic] souls that can stay on such a ship, and they have been travelling for a long, long time. They've seen all kinds of creation and planets". "Now they've been on vacation for so long that they're tired of it!" *All laughing* "Being gone for so long, they want to contribute with something worthwhile, which they manifest by choosing a life purpose. The souls can pick the desired planet, and if Earth is chosen they may pick between the continents - and land. When the life purpose is decided they hike along with a ship into the atmosphere. From there they have to jump out *amused laughter*. It is compared with skydiving formations. They keep together for a while, and must then release eachother. Now they need to trust that they'll fly where they're supposed to. Then they must choose what parents they'll have and which house to grow up in. Terje: "It is a ??? that they can ??? in, you say?" Yes. But - should they lose faith in the process, it ends badly. They are then not able to reincarnate this time. If they believe in faith, hope and love, and are totally comitted to that, everything will work out. Now they float towards the house of their liking, like small lights you know. They float towards a bedroom, where their new parents are, but they are all too busy in their activity! Not at all able to notice the light that enters. So then we can mention the line from a christmas song: Angels floating down into hideaways [Glade jul/Silent Night]. Quite an extensive hiding for nine months, before being born. When born they are too busy learning to walk and walk... But in the middle of the lifespan, they start to think and remember their true purpose. Lots of them now becomes spiritually inclined. Most people at my age awakens halfway in life, but our kids are spiritual already at 20! Terje: "This process starts earlier and earlier for each generation" *Anders confirms*. 
Afterwards, they told me we had to go home, because the time was up. "We can't land the ship on the road after six o'clock - morning traffic would see us"! I asked why it wasn't possible to land in the field instead? "No, it's impossible" he said. "The ship weighs 30 tons, and someone would very well be able to see we've been here." They won't let that happen. After a while [travelling] we saw the outside, and I could see my farm again, which we landed by. The blinking lights appeared inside and the ramp opened. "Now you have to hurry out" I was told. "But I don't want to, because it's so cozy and loving atmosphere in here..!" *great laughs* Never experienced something so nice, so I wanted to remain. "You have to, you have to". They went first down to the road. Terje jokes: "And he stayed inside". I asked them if I should write all this down. "You don't need to, because you're never going to forget". So then I asked if I should tell someone. "Yes. Tell everyone that's interested. Those that show no interest or believe in such is nothing to mind yourself with". As I left I got hugs, but when the princess hugged me something weird occured! There was a rush of energy in the body, never felt as such on the Earth before. Truly special. I had to take my leave, and went to my entrance to watch. Terje: "Outside or inside?" Outside. Then the hatch closed, and the ship blinked red, green, blue, before the usual smoke appeared in great volumes. When there was enough steam it took off, and went some hundred meters up. Very much howling wind-noise. "Poofh" it went off over the hill. 
I didn't know quite what I had been participating in, but I entered inside and made myself ready for work, because I had to work this day anyways. The dog was sleeping just as I had left him that night. I let him in before all this happened, because he sensed a lot. Terje "...". He sensed a lot of stuff when I came home from the neighbor. He looked at me when I came in, and then went to sleep again. I went up to take a nap, and there was my fiancee sleeping. I was tired so I quicly succumbed to sleepiness, but what was weird was that she beacame uneasy and went down. Before I knew anything else my alarm went off - time for work. Going downstairs I was amused to find my partner in our very old-styled bed, now furniture. I let her be, fixed myself and took the dog out for a walk. We walked around the farm. When I went close to the road he suddenly wanted to investigate! A big dog, he pulled on hard. Had some rounds back and forth over the road, and I shivered down my spine, because I experienced something standing here last night - or was it a dream? Searching some more the dog was satisfied and we walked back. Coming back from my work that day, I told nothing about it, what happened. But suddenly my fiancee says that she had such a strange dream tonight. "You[?] were in a spaceship, and climbed in some lines and stuff, electrical wires sort of. She had to go down when I went to sleep, she said, because as I came in there was such strong energy radiating from me that she could not deal with. Nothing more happened afterwards. But in february, the 25'th, I got that hunch again that I had to go to the hill and up. Terje: "This was the year after - 2007? Yes? Ok". I recognized the lovely energy, so I knew what was up. Taking the dog with me, it was almost dark. Going past the field, we came to a marsh there. A "cloud of light" came floating to the ground. Stopped a meter above, looked like a very dense cloud. About ten meters [30 ft] wide, the dog observed this so he sat down. Having the mobile phone with me I took three pictures. Then I began mental communication [telepathy] again, because that's the way I talked with them the other time. So I asked them: "Are you going to land here?" "No, not now. We just wanted to see how you did"! *laughter* So they started to slowly drift up the hill. It was slow enough that I could walk with the dog besides them, until we arrived at the top. There was the ley-line we've found, and it stopped. Whooshing wind sound again. "Poofh" then it disappeared into the clouds. We couldn't see anything else so we walked home. Inside, I looked at my pictures. The first picture was a six pointed star, the second a glowing angel and the third was half a cloud with a saucer as the rest of the bottom. *Audience ask to confirm the look of the cloud, because of the difficult dialect being talked, and the subtitles is corrected accordingly* 
And, such is my story. *Laughter and applause* Terje "Thank you. And you have these photos?" Yes, in the phone, but it's an old phone so I haven't been able to unlock it. Rune: "We'll make it happen". Terje: "Is there anything else to document these happenings, like other photos, documents etc?" No, but there are the weird experiences of my partner, and the dog going to the landing site. Thanks for watching!



